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Abstract—With recent advances in mobile technologies and
infrastructures, there are increasing demands for ubiquitous
access to networked services. These services, generally known
as m-services, extend supports from Web browsers on personal
computers to handheld devices, such as mobile phones and PDAs.
However, in general, the capabilities and bandwidth of these
devices are significantly inferior to desktop computers over wired
connections, which have been assumed by most Internet services.
Instead of redesigning or adapting m-services in an ad-hoc
manner for multiple platforms available in handheld devices, we
propose a methodology for such adaptation based on three tiers:
user interface views, data views, and process views. These views
provide customization and help balance security and trust. User
interface views provide alternative presentations of inputs and
outputs. Data views summarize data over limited bandwidth and
map heterogeneous data sources. In addition, we introduce a novel
approach of applying process views to m-service adaptation, where
mobile users may execute a more concise version or modified
procedures of the original process. The process view also serves as
the key mechanism for integrating user interface views and data
views. In addition, we present a formal model on view consistency
and integrity in our methodology. We demonstrate the feasibility
of our methodology by extending a service negotiation subsystem
into an m-service with multi-platform support.
Index Terms—Constraints, mobile collaboration, process views,
service negotiation, three-tier architecture, view consistency, view
integrity.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ECENT advances in hardware and software technologies
have created a plethora of mobile devices [37] with a wide
range of communication, computing, and storage capabilities.
New mobile applications running on these devices provide users
with easy access to remote services at anytime and anywhere.
Moreover, as mobile devices become more powerful, the adoption of mobile computing is imminent. However, mobile computing is more than a simple extension to wired Internet applications. New challenges arise from the handling of mobility and
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a large variety of restrictions on handsets. There are increasing
demands for m-services, which generally refer to the support of
online services across multiple platforms to enable users’ ubiquitous access [32], [34], [42], [50]. At the same time, besides
business-to-customer (B2C) interactions, enterprises also want
to provide similar services as a means to connect their business processes with other partners. This is commonly known as
business-to-business (B2B) services. However, the underlying
business processes of these services, for example, product catalog retrieval, online ordering, service tracking, and so on, will
not be radically different for B2B or B2C targets. In particular,
end-users may also employ agents ([7], [15], [39], [53]) to assist
or automate their interactions. Therefore, a unified framework
and methodology for all these kinds of service adaptations are
urgently called for.
Research issues for such adaptations involve not only user interfaces but also the business processes of these m-services. For
example, building user front-end with mobile platforms support
on top of Internet services alone is not adequate. These business
processes have to be adapted to meet the intrinsic constraints
imposed by individual mobile platforms. Due to the great diversity in mobile platforms, these adaptations need to be systematically managed. Previous studies [17] have been conducted on
the use of process views to adapt Internet service enactment in a
cross-organizational process environment. In this paper, we further refine these views into an architecture of three tiers, viz.,
user-interface views, process views, and data views. User interface views allow different presentations of inputs and outputs.
Data views summarize data over limited bandwidth and map
data form different sources into unified formats for convenient
processing. In addition, we introduce a novel approach of applying process views for service adaptation, enabling designers
to systematically elicit requirements for more concise versions
or modified procedures by considering process and platform capabilities. Process views also serve as the key mechanism for
integrating user interface views and data views. M-services typically involve the support of users with different roles and mobile devices with diverse capabilities. Our views approach provides a flexible mechanism to address this issue for both B2C
and B2B interactions. These views adapt m-services to match
the corresponding requirements of heterogeneous platforms. To
demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we extend a service
negotiation subsystem into an m-service.
The contribution and coverage of this paper are as follows:
1) three-tier view-based methodology for adapting m-services to support mobile platforms, in particular, with
process views;
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Fig. 1. Process for service negotiation in activity diagram.

2) this methodology supports not only B2C but also B2B
interactions;
3) details of contemporary technologies for supporting such
adaptations;
4) consistency and integrity checks for these views of the
three tiers;
5) demonstration of the applicability of our methodology in
supporting flexible m-services through these features.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the motivating example of service option negotiation
and related work. Section III presents our three-tier view-based
methodology and specific requirements for the provision of
m-services. Sections IV–VI present adaptations for m-services
with process views, user interface views, and data views,
respectively. Section VII discusses the consistency of the
adaptations using a formalism based on automata and process
algebra. Section VIII discusses constraint-solving applications
and related adaptations. Section IX summarizes our implementation architecture. We conclude this paper with discussions
and our plans for further research in Section X.

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE AND BACKGROUND
Negotiation is a decision process in which two or more parties
make individual decisions and interact with each other for mutual gain [54]. Proposals are exchanged amongst participating
parties in each round of negotiation. A new or revised proposal
may be put forward in response to a counter proposal. This
process continues until either a mutual agreement is reached or
when one or more parties quit the negotiation. As many business activities are being automated as electronic transactions,
human negotiation of service becomes the main bottleneck. A
major problem with negotiation is its slowness, which is further complicated by issues of culture, ego, and dynamics [54].
By performing service negotiation over the Internet, transaction

costs can be greatly reduced. This is even more critical to service options negotiation because the main objective of Internet
services provision is to improve service effectiveness and efficiency while reducing costs.
Service negotiation dates back to quality of service (QoS) in
communication protocols [57]. However in this paper, we consider a more general notion of negotiation, including that of any
negotiable parameters or options in a decision support system
[36]. This is analogous to a simplified version of contract negotiation, which has been presented in some of our earlier works
[9], [10], [12], such as sales negotiation, lease negotiation, and
so on.
Fig. 1 depicts the process of our service negotiation example
in Unified Modeling Language (UML) Activity Diagram [47].
Users participating in service negotiation are required to carry
out various functions during the process. The service negotiation process works as follows. The user, playing the role of
a requestor, initiates a service request by entering his/her requirements and suggestions (or options) for the service, such as
venue, costs, product options, and so on. The service provider
evaluates the requested options and responds to the requestor
with details of the options that are feasible to the provider. If
there is no feasible option, alternative proposals are sent to the
requestor.
Fig. 2 summarizes the technologies for some common computing platforms (with the focus on mobile ones) which determine the availability of effective alternatives to realize the functions for our example process. Depending on the computing
platform, the requestor might reply the alternative proposals in
one of the following three respond modes.
1) Passive mode: The requestor just replies whether any of
the alternative proposals is acceptable or not, without any
further counter proposals. This can be handled with the
short message service (SMS).
2) Counter-offer mode: The requestor suggests other
counter proposals. This can be handled through simple
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Fig. 2. Alternatives to realize various functions for users of service negotiation on different platforms.

form-filling on an interactive wireless application protocol (WAP) interface on a mobile phone.
3) Constraint mode: The requestor specifies constraints representing his/her preferences. This can only be handled
through complex form-filling using a constraint editor.
Thus a more sophisticated browser interface, at least a
personal digital assistant (PDA), is required.
The feedback from the requestor will be evaluated again by
the service provider. If feasible options are found, the requestor
will be informed of the result. Otherwise, the service provider
will present a counter proposal and initiate another round of negotiations, based on the options previously rejected by the requestor and the constraints provided. However, if the number of
negotiation rounds exceeds a certain value, the service provider
will consider the process failed and inform the requestor accordingly.
This approach is ad-hoc and does not provide customization
of this service negotiation process in an orderly manner. In the
case where we model an m-service process using the existing
process definition infrastructure, we can use branches to represent existing alternatives due to the different platforms that a
requestor might use. However, if the representation ends there
then we are unable to differentiate between branches that represent alternative execution paths from those that represent different actions due to the use of mobile devices. In the latter case,
the designer has to specify the activities to be executed, based
on the constraints imposed by the platform. The designer also
has to associate the corresponding data that restrict the information to be displayed and to specify the interface for presenting
the data, based on the capabilities of the displaying device. This
problem, for instance, occurs at the process in Fig. 1. Therefore, we need to augment the specification process such that the
designer can customize the process definition in an orderly and
consistent manner, taking into account all the above aspects. We
propose to address this problem using views.
The use of process views for cross-organizational business interaction and e-contract enactment have been presented in [17].
This approach has been motivated by views in object-oriented
data models, which dates back to Dayal’s work [21]. In addition,
van der Aalst and Weske [1] introduce the concept of inheritance
of a public process from a private process to achieve interoperability in a cross-organizational e-commerce environment. Gardarin [26] discusses federated OODBMS and views for objects
in a distributed environment. Liu and Shen [41] present an al-

gorithm for process view construction and verification, but have
not discussed any of its applications.
Prior studies on agent based negotiation support systems usually focus on the technical issues in a domain-specific application but there is no generic model for depicting the role of agents
and other entities in negotiation activities. For example, MIT
Media Lab’s Kasbah [7] is an online, multi-agent consumer-toconsumer transaction system. Users create autonomous agents
to buy or sell goods on their behalf. They also specify parameters to guide and constrain the behavior of their agents. Teich
et al. [53] present heuristic algorithms for multiple issue electronic markets and auctions that are based on detailing buyers’
and sellers’ interests and preferences. In addition, Lo and Kersten [39] present an integrated negotiation environment by using
software agent technologies for supporting negotiators. However, none of them provides multiplatform support. We have performed a preliminary study on agent adaptation across different
platforms [15].
Advanced workflow management systems are mostly Webenabled. However, only recently have researchers in process
technologies explored the issues in mobile process support. The
WHAM (process enhancement for mobility) prototype [33] supports mobile workforce and applications in a process environment, with a focus on network connectivity and the mobility of
process resources. Tjao et al. [56] introduce a Java Border Service Architecture, which is an abstract layer between presentation and application logic of an application, to handle mainly
user interface issues of mobile devices, using process as an example. As for commercial products, Staffware [48] has recently
introduced a WAP business process server. However, none of
them supports platform specific process adaptation or integrated
platform independent solution, nor do they support view mechanisms.
The mobile work across heterogeneous system (MOWAHS)
characterization framework [35] elicits functional and nonfunctional requirements for mobile process support systems,
but has not yet related such requirements with an implementation framework. Apache Cocoon [3] is an eXtended Markup
Language (XML) publishing framework that allows developers
to define transformations (that is, processing logics) and
presentations in customized formats on different platforms.
Though its emphasis is on the separation of concerns in system
building, the project does not provide a methodology for mobile
adaptation or such requirement elicitation. We are extending
our Web-enabled workflow management system (WFMS),
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Relations between three-tier architecture and three-tier views.

E-ADOME [17]–[19], to ME-ADOME [12] in order to support
mobile users effectively (via SMS, WAP, and PDA browsers)
with a three-tier view-based mechanism.
In summary, the three-tier view approach presented in this
paper is a novel approach to adapting m-service systems. In
particular, related approaches found in the literature do not coherently support both human users (B2C) and program interactions (B2B) in their business processes, nor adequately address issues from requirements engineering to implementation
frameworks for m-service adaptations. Compared with related
systems found in the literature, our architecture has the most
comprehensive features for systematic m-service adaptations.
III. MULTIPLE-PLATFORM ADAPTATION WITH A THREE-TIER
VIEW-BASED METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present an overview of our three-tier
view-base methodology for m-service adaptation, and then discuss the adaptations generally required for different platforms.
A. Modeling Adaptations With Views
Views help balance trust and security. In other words, only
information necessary for the process enactment, service
monitoring, and contract enforcement [17] is made available
to the concerned parties, in a controlled and comprehendible
manner. As Internet applications are generally developed with
a three-tier architecture comprising front ends, application
servers, and back end databases, we propose that each of these
tiers hosts a set of views as shown in Fig. 3.
At the front-end tier, user interface views provide mobile
users with alternative presentations and interfaces to interact
with the process views hosted at the application servers tier.
User interface views can be developed based on the technology
of XML Style Language (XSL) [58]. A user interface view consists of multiple screens and forms based on the features supported by the front end devices. A process view adapts an Internet service process to cope better with a user’s operating environment, in particular a mobile one. A data view consists of

Fig. 4. Meta-model of three-tier views in UML class diagram.

multiple tables that collectively represent a projection of data
that are required in the enactment of an Internet service. We distinguish data view and user interface view because of the separation of concerns. In particular, apart from traditional application
of data view in security, when services are adapted to multiple
platforms and for mobile users, the process involved might require data from different sources. For example, users’ calendars
may be stored in PDAs or in different databases, which can be
mapped conveniently with different data views into a unified
format for processing. The relation between process views and
data views is analogous to that between control flows and database schemas of conventional applications.
Fig. 4 represents our meta-model of the three-tier views.
Each process view aims at adapting a base process, such as
the one presented in Fig. 1. User interface, process, and data
views are related by many-to-many relations. In other words,
a user interface view may provide the interface to multiple
process views, each of which may in turn supports multiple user
interface views. The basic assumptions of our methodology for
m-service adaptation include the following:
1) origin design is based on a three-tier architecture;
2) designer already has a model for the base process;
3) data from different sources can be mapped into relational
or object-relational views;
4) process performs front-end messaging in XML format.
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Fig. 5. Contribution of different views to users on various platforms.

The scenario of extending an existing Web-based application to support mobile users is usually more typical than designing a multi-platform application from scratch. In addition,
the following discussion is also applicable to phased projects in
which standard Web-based applications are usually developed
in the first phase, followed by the support of mobile users in
subsequent phases. We summarize a methodology for m-service
adaptation with three tier views to be carried out in the following
major steps.
Step 1) Identify target platforms and the set of activities to
be possibly adapted in the base process.
Step 2) For each activity identified, elicit the capabilities required for enactment.
Step 3) For each target platform, enlist its provided features.
Step 4) Match capabilities against features.
Step 5) Decide which activities need adaptation. Design
process views accordingly.
Step 6) Design data views for each of the data sources based
on the requirements of the process views.
Step 7) Design user interface views based on platform dependent restrictions.
Step 8) Perform validation of view consistency.
B. General Adaptation Requirements for Mobile Platforms
Fig. 5 summarizes the contribution of different types of views
to users on some common mobile platforms, addressing the
technological limitations of different mobile platforms, such as
PDA, WAP, and SMS, with reference to m-service requirements.
B2B interactions modeled and implemented in Web services
capture the essential interfaces required by the underlying business process. Therefore, these serve as reference for multi-platform user front-end design, as detailed later in Section IX. In
[17], we have discussed the applicability of process views in
B2B integration and related implementation with Web Services
[20]. In addition, we have illustrated how to extend internal
workflow processes to B2B Internet services in [7]. In the following, let us discuss several important issues that are generally
applicable to the extension of an Internet service process to multiplatforms m-services.
Firstly, we need to determine the platforms of the users for their
required adaptation. Human users should be supported on different platforms, that is, Web browsers on PDAs, as well as SMS

and/or WAP on mobile phones. For example, users may be alerted
for immediate decision through mobile devices, such as their mobile phones via SMS. Then the usermay connect to m-service with
the mobile phone via WAP or simply send back a reply with SMS.
Alternatively,if more information is required, the user may access
the application for more information before making the decision
with a PDA on a mobile network or a personal computer (PC) in a
net cafe. Such extensions to our previous approach [19] by simply
alerting users with ICQ (I Seek You) [30] or email, can further reduce decision delay when users are away from their homes and offices. This approach also separates user alerts from user sessions
to improve the flexibility [19]. If a user is not online or does not
reply within a predefined period, the application server will send
the alert by email. At the same time, another alert may be sent via
SMS to the user’s mobile phone. Whatever the alert channel has
been, the user need not be connected to an application server from
the same device or platform.
We are concerned with privacy and security, and thus adopt
an approach of not passing complete user profiles. Instead, we
exchange only relevant constraints as described later in Section VIII. In addition, this helps reduce communication bandwidth. The various respond modes described above have also
been designed with similar considerations. For example, the
passive mode corresponds to the most conservative strategy of
responding, revealing the least information of the participant
and involving the minimum amount of information exchange.
This is a tradeoff between privacy and computational efficiency.
Users may access m-services interactively via a standard Web
browser either on a PC or PDA connected to the Internet (cf.
Fig. 3). For PDA interface, the main problem is a smaller screen,
some of which may be monochromic. If the original full-function user interface is too complicated (for example, too many
unnecessary features or high resolution screen layout), another
simplified user interface view is probably required. Pictures and
documents may need to be shown in a lower resolution and
documents may be outlined and level-structured. Panning and
zooming (supported by most browsers) should also help. In addition, data views may also be employed to hide a less important
data field or to show alternative summary columns.
For users on a WAP interface via a WAP gateway, the screen
is extremely small. A user interface view is mandatory to map
the original one into Wireless Markup Language (WML). Data
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Fig. 6. Capabilities required by various process activities.

views are also required to provide only the critical information
and its summary. In addition, a process view providing a simplified version of a process is often necessary since complex activities are most probably not suitable to be carried out in such
an environment (for example, skip viewing of some document
or information or providing less alternative choices).
For users on a mobile phone, which cannot be connected via
WAP, simulated sessions can be carried out through an SMS
gateway by exchanging SMS messages. A totally different set
of views is required, for example, a process view specifying
the SMS dialogue sequence and options, a data view providing
highly summarized data in simple messages, and a user interface view for the SMS technology. Usually, the user can only
convey simple decisions or feedback. This kind of process is
often error prone and may have security problems as SMS does
not support digital signature or secure socket layer (SSL). Thus,
it is often advisable to disallow critical options in these process
views. In the subsequent sections, let us discuss each type of
view in detail.

Fig. 7. Example features supported by different mobile platforms.

IV. M-SERVICE ADAPTATION WITH PROCESS VIEWS
Motivated by views in federated object databases [26], we
propose the use of process views as a fundamental mechanism
for flexible m-service adaptation. A process view is a structurally correct subset of a process definition derived from a base
process (as defined in [17], [28]). A base process is the original
process enacted in an enterprise. It is the process to be adapted
for the provision of m-services. For instance, Fig. 1 presents the
base process of our service negotiation example. We propose
to use the concept of process views to let different users (on
different platforms) access different customized versions of the
same process. Within an organization, process views are also
useful for security applications, such as to restrict accesses (like
the use of views in databases). Thus, process views serve as the
centric mechanism in our approach, that is, process views represent customized business processes that integrate with data
views and user interface views, as illustrated with our motivating
example in Section III.
Based on our meta-model in Fig. 4, a process view always
associates with a process specification. Most contemporary approaches to process specification use a hierarchical composition
approach by means of a process flow graph. In a process flow
graph, a process is composed of activities, each of which may be
further decomposed into another process flow graph. As such,
the terms processes and activities are often used interchangeably. Activities that can be further decomposed are referred to

Fig. 8. Meta-model for matching features against capabilities in UML class
diagram.

as composite activities; otherwise atomic activities. If a process
view is to be made available, a fundamental provision is the
topmost level process flow graph. However, the detailed composition of individual processes may be concealed. Transitions
among activities in a process may be augmented by optional
guard conditions.
The adaptation of process views for the provision of m-services can be driven by a mechanism that matches the capabilities required by process activities against the features supported
by the target mobile platform. It is likely that some process
activities exercise certain requirements, such as the needs for
authentication, constraint solving, message receiving, message
writing, and handling of formatted data. These requirements
must be met by a process view when adapted to a target mobile platform. Fig. 6 tabulates the capabilities required by various activities at the requestor side in the base process of service
negotiation as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 9. Realization table matching featuresets against capabilities.

Each mobile platform provides a set of features. As an example, Fig. 7 presents selected features for three different mobile platforms: PDA, WAP, and SMS. In order for a mobile platform to carry out an activity, features provided by that platform
must be able to match the capabilities required by the activity.
Motivated by Chiu et al. [18], Fig. 8 depicts a meta-model for
capabilities matching. A base process is adapted to a platform
using a process view. A capability could be realized from more
than one feature provided by a platform. A platform supports
an activity if all its required capabilities can be realized from
those features provided by the platform. The adapted process
view contains only activities supported by that platform.
Fig. 9 summarizes the realization of a selection of capabilities
from various platform features, as required by the service option
negotiation service, for illustration of the following definitions.
Let us denote the following:
be a function that returns the set of capabili1) requires
ties required by an activity ;
be a function that returns the set of features
2) features
provided by a platform ;
be a function that returns a set of feature sets
3) realizes
where each feature set can realize a capability ;
be a Boolean function that returns whether
4) matches
a platform matches an activity .
The functions requires, features, and realizes can be derived
from the domain knowledge of an application, such as those
shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 9. The function matches can be evaluated from the previous three functions according to the following capabilities matching definition.
Definition 1 (matches): A platform matches an activity
, denoted as matches
, if and only if for any capability
requires , there exists a feature set
realizes
and is a subset of features
. The process view of a platform should not contain activities that it cannot match. Based
on this criterion, a system analyst identifies those activities in
the base process that are adaptable to a process view of a mobile
platform. Additional activities may be added in the adaptation
process based on the remarks made in the realization table. For
instance, a WAP platform may support the confidentiality capability by introducing additional login and logoff activities in
each workflow instance.
As a result, we can systematically adapt the base process for
the provision of m-services. Fig. 10 depicts the details of such
process views that take place at the service requestor, that is,
these process views address the requirements for B2B interac-

tions [Fig. 10(a)] and the customized processes for users on different platforms [Fig. 10(b) and (d)]. After receiving an alert via
ICQ or email, a user on a Web browser or a WAP user logs on the
server to review the details of the service proposal. The user then
determines if any options are feasible. If so, the decision can be
passed back to the service provider through the Web or WAP
interface, respectively. Otherwise, a PDA user may reply in any
of the three respond modes described in the previous subsection (cf. Fig. 10(b)). However, the constraint mode is too complicated to be supported through a WAP interface because the
limited screen size cannot adequately support a constraint editor and is therefore not provided to WAP users (cf. Fig. 10(c)).
As for an SMS user, the only practical option is to reply with an
SMS message, as other ways of responding are far too complicated [cf. Fig. 10(d)].
Fig. 11 depicts the XML document for the specification of
two example process views of the service negotiation process
for WAP users [cf. Fig. 10(c)] and SMS users [cf. Fig. 10(d)],
respectively. Each of them contains a customized version of the
required processes with references to data and user interface
views.

V. M-SERVICE ADAPTATION WITH USER INTERFACE VIEWS
User interface views provide users with appropriate interfaces
to interact with process views within the capabilities of front
end devices. This means the user interface views of a Web user
can be different from that of a WAP user. Fig. 12 presents two
possible user interface views that support the display options
activity in the process views depicted in Fig. 10 for Web users
and WAP users, respectively. Both Fig. 12(a) and (b) correspond
to the same XML document object in Fig. 16, but are rendered
by two different XSL style sheets.
The differences between the process views for the PDA user
and those for the WAP user are minor. However, these two processes need to be customized at the user interface tier instead,
that is, the appearance of the screens and input is different while
they are referring to the same set of information items. User interface views can be facilitated by contemporary XML technologies augmented with XSL, as further explained in Section VI.
Figs. 13 and 14 illustrate several user interface views supporting
WAP users in this process. Similarly, users on PDAs and PCs
may also prefer different user interface views to cater for the
difference in screen size.
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Different process views for participants on different platforms.

Fig. 15 presents the implementation framework for user interface views using XSL technology [58]. Information to be presented at a user interface view is structured as XML document
objects by a process view, such as the WAP based process view
in Fig. 10(c). In our current framework, the XSL style sheets,
implementing various user interface views, are defined by service providers based on configurable preferences supplied by
users.
Fig. 16 gives an XML document object representing a set
of service alternatives generated by the display option process.

XML document objects are then transformed by an XML
processor into presentation objects based on specified XML
schemas and XSL style sheets. For example, the presentation
objects for a WAP user interface view are decks and cards in
the WML. A sample presentation object for the supporting the
WAP based process is shown in Fig. 17. On the other hand,
examples for interfaces definitions for B2B interactions in
WSDL can be found in our earlier work [13].
Porting services to mobile devices usually needs additional
customizations. These include removing graphics from the
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Fig. 11.

Different process views definition in XML.

Fig. 12.

Two types of display option screens for (a) PDA users and (b) WAP users.

contents, reducing image resolution, provision of panning and
zooming, re-structuring the fields, and splitting a Web page
into several screens. For user input, we should consider the difficulties of entering data (especially typing) on mobile devices,
and provide menu selections as far as possible. For a PDA
interface, the main problem is the smaller screens; some of
which may only support monochrome displays. If the original
full-function user interface is too complicated (for example, too
many unnecessary features or high resolution screen layout),
another simplified user interface view is probably required.
Pictures and documents may require to be shown in lower
resolution and documents may be outlined and level-structured.
Panning and zooming (supported by most browsers) should
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also help. For users on a WAP interface connecting to the
application server via a WAP gateway, the screen is extremely
small. A user interface view is mandatory for mapping the
original one into WML.
VI. M-SERVICE ADAPTATION WITH DATA VIEWS
Application data associated with the whole system need not
be presented completely in a process view. A data view is a
set of tables comprising a projection of the enterprise data that
are required for the enactment of some processes. For instance,
Fig. 18 represents the schema of a data view in a UML Class Diagram for the display options process, while Fig. 19 represents
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Fig. 13.

User interface views supporting the “display options” for WAP users in Fig. 10(c).

Fig. 14.

User interface views supporting the “enter counter options” for WAP users in Fig. 10(c).

Fig. 15. Implementation framework for user interface views.

the entire schema for the whole system. Fig. 18 is essentially a
selected subset of data objects and relational projections of their
fields. Note that a class or an association in the diagram maps to
a data table with columns representing the class attributes [6].
The main table in this data view is the proposal table, which
consists of a number of proposals made by the requestor. A proposal can be a counter-offer of a previous proposal. Each proposal contains a description and the time when the proposal was
made. A proposal consists of constraints concerning the service
options. Multiple alternatives can be suggested in an option.

Fig. 16.

XML document object of a service options.

With a process view defined, we can proceed to analyze its
data requirements. Each work step requires data in some form,
and the data might come from different sources (for example,
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Fig. 17.

Service options for service appointment in WML.

different databases or PDAs). In particular, we should identify
mandatory fields, optional fields, and fields that are to be ignored in the view, in order to cope with the simplification required for mobile users. However, additional fields may be required for summarizing information and knowledge. In the case
where the mobile user cannot provide mandatory information
or input them effectively, we may need to modify the process
so that the mandatory information can be provided later or by
someone else. Therefore, like designing software, m-services
adaptation is not a mechanical task. In addition, security requirements should also be considered, for example, sensitive
information may have to be restricted to users within the office or to those of pre-approved locations. Data views may also
be employed to hide less important data fields or to show alternative summary columns. In addition, some fields may be
for reading only, while some have write access. We omit further details of data views as they can be specified with standard
Structure Query Language (SQL) statements [24] and have been
widely studied in the database literature.
VII. ADAPTATION CONSISTENCY
In this section, we examine the issues in adaptation consistency. As mentioned, adaptation from an Internet service to an
m-service can be achieved using three-tier views: process, data,
and user interface. Due to the large variety of mobile device
models and capabilities, data and user interface views can be device specific. Validation of data and user interface views across
different process views therefore generally requires sophisticated comparisons of device related data and presentation capabilities. However, this kind of comparison analysis is difficult and susceptible to changes due to frequent releases of
new mobile technologies. As such, in this paper we focus on
the adaptation consistency across process views. In particular,
we concentrate on the flow consistency between an adapted
process view and its base process. Based on process algebra
[28] and automata theory [38], we develop the following consistency model. Once the adaptation consistency of process views
are validated, the adequacy of the data and user interface views
associated with each activity (or process) can be analyzed following general requirement analysis methodologies in the literature on object-oriented software development, such as [50] on
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the requirement analysis of user interfaces and [46] on that of
database schemas.
Before elaborating on the consistency definition of process
views, let us first annotate a process flow graph and develop an
execution model for a process. There is generally a time interval
between the commencement and completion of an activity. It is
not appropriate to consider the execution of an activity to be
instantaneous. This is, in particular, the case for the modeling
of the execution of concurrent activities. As such, each activity
in a process flow graph is embraced by a pair of instantaneous
start and end events, which mark the commencement and completion of the activity, respectively. This results in an annotated
process flow graph as illustrated in Fig. 20. This technique was
extensively adopted by Hoare [28] in the modeling of noninstantaneous events. In the figure, the start and end events of an
activity are labeled as
and , respectively. Note that the
addition of start and end events does not alter the dynamics of
the concerned flow graph.
When a process executes, it exhibits an ordered sequence of
start and end events. As such, the dynamic behavior of a process
can be expressed by the set of all event sequences that it can exhibit. The following are two possible event sequences exhibited
by the annotated process flow graph of the base process.
—
—
Although the example process flow graphs for service
options negotiation do not contain concurrent activities, in
some situations concurrent process flows may arise. To model
this, the execution of concurrent activities can be represented
as sequences of interleaving events [28]. For instance, the
and
in
concurrent execution of the two activities
Fig. 21 is represented by a set of six interleaving sequences:
.
To examine the adaptation consistency for process views,
activities in a process view are correlated to those in its base
process through a mapping among the start and end events in
their annotated process flow graphs. For illustration purpose,
let us also annotate the process flow graph of the process view
for a WAP user in Fig. 10(c), resulting in an annotated flow
graph in Fig. 22. Here, the start and end events of an activity
are labeled as
and , respectively. Let
be a partial mapping from the events
at the process view
at the base process. The mapping is partial
to the events
because not all events at the process view need to be mapped.
The following mapping captures the correlation, as shown
in Fig. 23, between the activities of the process view for a
WAP user and those of its base process. This mapping or the
correlation is to be provided by the analyst who wishes to
validate the adaptation consistency of the specified process
view for the WAP user.
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Fig. 18.

Data view of display_option_schema in UML class diagram.

Fig. 19.

Entire schema for the M-services on service options negotiation in UML class diagram.

Fig. 20.

Annotated process flow graph of the base process in Fig. 1.

Let us further define
to be a set of event sequences
where all event labels absent from are removed from the sequences in . Thus, we have

Now, let be a process view, be the base process,
be
be the
the minimal set of event sequences exhibited by ,
minimal set of event sequences exhibited by , be the mapping

from the annotated events of to with its domain denoted as
anditsrangeas
,
betheresultantset byre-la, occurring in each
beling every event, which belong to
sequence in to the event mapped according to . With these notations, a process view is said to be consistent to its base process
if and only if the following definition is met.
Definition 2 (Process View Consistency): A process view
is consistant if and only if each of its event sequence exhibited
corresponds to an event sequence in the base process. That is
The definition allows adaptation consistency of process views
to be validated systematically.
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Fig. 21.

Annotated process flow graph of two concurrent activities.

VIII. M-SERVICE ADAPTATION FOR CONSTRAINT-SOLVING
APPLICATION
After presenting our three-tier view-based approach and the
application environment, let us proceed to discuss the logic involved in service negotiation at the service provider, and how to
adapt constraint solving for an m-service environment.
Constraint satisfaction [43], [44], [55] is one of the major
research areas in Artificial Intelligence. Many real life problems, which cannot easily be modeled in specific mathematical
forms and solved by conventional operations research methods,
may be expressed as constraint satisfaction problems (the
“car-sequencing” problem [23] is a classical example). In its
basic form, a constraint satisfaction problem consists of a finite
number of variables, each ranging over its own finite domain
of discrete values, and a finite number of constraints. Each
constraint is a relation over a subset of the variables, restricting
the combinations of values these variables can take. Formally, a
, where
constraint satisfaction problem is a tuple
is a finite set of variables, a function mapping a variable to
its domain, and a finite set of constraints. For any variable
in , we require that
is a finite set of discrete constants.
in
is a relation over a finite
A constraint
of variables in . A solution to a
subset
constraint satisfaction problem is an assignment of values to
variables so that all constraints are satisfied.
To illustrate this service negotiation problem, suppose that the
two main issues to be determined are the time and place for a
service appointment. Usually, a user has a number of possible
options for the time and place of an appointment. Each of these
options is usually associated with a degree of preference so that
the feasibility of these options can be interrelated. For example,
a user “Franklin” may wish to make an appointment at CUHK,
HKUST, or HKU. He can be there any time from 9–11 A.M. if
the appointment is either at CUHK or at HKUST, but only after
2 P.M. if the appointment is at HKU. In addition, the possibility
of an appointment at HKUST is excluded if it is on a Wednesday.
On Sundays and Saturdays, Franklin is not available. Therefore,
it can be seen that a user’s requirements can naturally be formulated as a constraint satisfaction problem. Fig. 24 shows the
constraint satisfaction problem that models Franklin’s requirements.
Once all the users requirements are represented as constraints,
a conventional constraint solving method, such as systematic
search [37], possibly enhanced by constraint propagation [5],
[37], [45], can be applied to find the feasible day, time, and
place for a service appointment. However, since these conventional solvers are centralized, it is inappropriate to employ any
of them in a mobile setting. This is because employing a centralized solver implies the requirement of all users having to send all
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or part of their personal calendars to the service provider. Obviously, this is inappropriate in an m-service system, in which all
users are supposed to enjoy privacy protection and autonomy.
We observe that any service negotiation protocol involves a
trade-off between privacy protection, message exchange costs,
and computational efficiency. The protocol we describe in the
previous paragraph (commonly known as open-calendar protocol [35]) is computationally efficient yet provides no privacy
protection. Another problem is that too much unnecessary data
is sent. Therefore this approach wastes bandwidth and is not
suitable for mobile users. On the other extreme, the most privacy-protected protocol is required, say, to make a sequence of
specific suggestions to the service provider. Each of these suggestions consists of a specific day, a specific time on that day,
and a specific place. The service provider then considers each of
these and decides whether or not to accept the suggestion. This
protocol, which we call the passive mode, is a simple, inefficient
protocol (it may cause too many exchanges of short messages)
that provides a high degree of privacy protection. We can see
that there is a spectrum of protocols in between these two extremes, which require the agents to a certain degree to exchange
private information. For example, in the counter-offer mode implemented, the service provider can send several options to the
requestor, who is expected to indicate the feasibility of each of
these individual options. The requestors may also counter-propose by replying with a set of their own constraints. As such, a
balance among privacy protection, message exchange costs, and
computational efficiency can be achieved.
Another issue concerning service negotiation is the recognition of users’ preferences. In our implementation, users’ preferences are recognized by associating a solution evaluation function defined according to these preferences, and enhance the tree
search to a branch-and-bound search strategy [37]. In adaptation
toward mobility, the service provider might need to be aware of
the current locations of all the participants, such as in this service appointment example. This information is used to ensure
that the participants can arrive at the service venue on time.
IX. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we wrap up our example by presenting our implementation architecture based on Web services and Java technologies, as depicted in Fig. 25. Besides database support, the
server-side consists of three main subsystems, viz., view maintenance subsystem, application subsystem, and external interface
subsystem.
The view maintenance subsystem keeps track of all the metadata stored in the repository, that is, views of the three tiers. It
contains a module for process specification and capability maintenance, another one for view maintenance, and a consistency
checker. This subsystem is a generic one as opposed to the application subsystem. The application subsystem contains application specific logic, that is, mainly the implementation of processes and process views. Depending on the m-service system,
additional generic application modules may also be accommodated, such as a constraint solver in this case. We also propose
data access be implemented in separate modules in order to cope
with heterogeneous and distributed data sources.
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Some sample constraints for meeting scheduling as an service options negotiation example.

Fig. 22. Annotated process flow graph of the process view for wap user in Fig. 10(c).

Fig. 23. Correlation between the activities of the process view in Fig. 22 and
those of the base process in Fig. 20.

The external interface subsystem interacts with users on
different platforms (B2C) and services partners (B2B). In our
design, we use Web Services [22] as the primary interface
to the application subsystem. The use of a unified interface
improves system modularity and reuse. B2C interactions are
directly carried out through the provided Web services. Users
Web front-end can easily be built upon these Web Services
as they have captured all the essential accessible functions.
Multi-platform support is further facilitated by XSL technologies as discussed in Section VI.
An overall implementation summary of our case study is as
follows. We start off with a three-tier server-based prototype of
service negotiation written in Java. Based on the activity diagram in the original design, we elicit the required capabilities
for each activity as presented in Fig. 6. We then enlist the features provided by the server, PDA, WAP, and SMS, as presented
in Fig. 7. We further study the matching between capabilities

and features, and elaborate on the realization relations between
them. Based on the issues identified in various realization relations, we adapt the base process and add the activities, such
as logon, logoff, and receive alert message to specific process
views (as presented in Section IV). Data views based on the requirement of the process views are then designed (as presented
in Section VI) and also the user interface views based on platform dependent restrictions (as present in Section V). Then, we
perform validation of view consistency with the methodology
presented in Section VII.
To realize these m-services adaptations, we have upgraded
the server platform to Java Web Service Development Pack
(JWSDP) [22] and J2EE platform version 1.4 beta 2 [31] at
the server side. The view maintenance subsystem and the
application subsystem are deployed in separate Enterprise
JavaBean (EJB) containers. In particular, data views are implemented as entity EJB components to facilitate data access to
heterogeneous and distributed sources. Each process view is
handled by a stateful session EJB component for better system
resources management. Each of these EJB components serves
as a mediator between a process view adopted by a mobile
platform and the server process specified in the base process.
In addition, the constraint solver component computes the
constraint satisfaction problems as required.
The external interface subsystem is deployed in a J2EE Web
container. To support the B2B interactions and as a fundamental
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Fig. 25.
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Implementation architecture of three-tier view application (service options negotiation).

for building front-end support, Web Services for service options negotiation, which require simple object access protocol
(SOAP) messages in XML, are also added. Therefore, we have
to modify existing software components to output XML instead
of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). We then create the
appropriate XSL style sheets for various user interface views.
This caters for the problems of different screen sizes and features available at various mobile platforms. We have also added
an SMS entity adapter component to handle SMS message exchanges. The session beans that handle B2B process views are
deployed with the tools provided by JWSDP to realize the Web
Services methods. Access points to these methods are published
at a universal description, discovery, and integration (UDDI)
registry.
X. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Adaptation of Internet services to m-services is more than
merely patching user front-ends with XSL on top of Web services. We have proposed the use of a three-tier view-based architecture (viz., process view, user interface view, and data view)
to facilitate such adaptations, driven by the process view mechanism. In general, there is no universal recipe for designing
process views, as this process is analogous to designing a piece
of software. However, as a practical guideline, motivated by capability matching of workflows, we have proposed to perform
requirement analysis for process view formulation through consideration of the process capability requirement against that of
the target platforms. There are usually many alternative solutions to a required adaptation. The consistency of such adaptations can be verified against its definition (Definition 2, Section VII) based on process algebra and automata theory.
Further, we concentrate on the differences in the user requirements between various mobile devices and standard desktop
PCs and compare them with that of the standard process (refer
to Fig. 1) to formulate views (refer to Fig. 10). In this way, we
can identify similar or identical activities to maximize reuse,
and in particular, consider the possibility of customizing them
with data views or user interface views only. Usually, a com-

plete detailed business process is too complicated for a mobile
environment. Therefore, typical requirements include process
simplification, the organization of process activities, the delegation of these activities, and so on. For example, a user with
SMS support can only convey simple decisions or feedback. As
this kind of operating environment is often error prone and may
have security problems, we suggest not allowing critical options
in these process views. On the other hand, it is often difficult to
tell if a user can tolerate a complex process because of the operating environment or individual’s preferences, which cannot be
determined merely with the mobile platform being used and its
physical location. Therefore, it is a good idea to allow users to
choose their desired view options whenever feasible.
Mobile applications may be enhanced by using the awareness of the user’s location, and location dependent information
available and relevant to the application, for example, mobile
workforce management systems and provision of information
to mobile users. Exception handling due to the unavailability of
the required personnel, network delay, interrupts and disconnections, and so on, should also be considered. In the worst case
when a process is aborted, we should consider additional requirements for compensation processes (for example, a clean up
process for a canceled order) under a mobile environment. We
admit that some activities or programs have to be adapted or optimized for the introduction of new service parameters and information involved after the introduction of user mobility. Though
this cannot be solely addressed by the three-tier view architecture, our approach still helps identify these extra adaptations and
keeps changes systematic and reusable.
We have demonstrated the feasibility of our methodology by
showing how a service negotiation subsystem can be adapted
to accomplish such objectives. As the specification of process
views is based on the standard artifact of UML activity diagrams, the techniques presented in this paper can be applicable
to other systems. The next step is to develop application level
capability taxonomy across a set of devices (or adapt those developed in the semantic Web research community) to further
standardize different applications in a service grid [27].
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In addition, our approach should be widely applicable to a
wide range of mobile applications because three-tier architecture is generally employed in Web based applications. Our implementation framework is based on contemporary XML, Web
services, and Java technologies, which are all widely adopted.
Through our approach of incremental and systematic adaptation of m-service, fast deployment, as well as reduction in development and maintenance cost can be facilitated. Thus, m-service provision can be streamlined under keen competition in this
fast evolving digital economy. Compared with related studies
on this topic, our methodology employs an improved environment through standard state-of-the-art technologies, which can
be adapted to changing requirements of mobile users and devices, with extensive support for reuse.
We are refining our process views with further details of
formal definitions, construction, and verification algorithms.
We are developing more detailed taxonomy, view update
mechanisms, and more operations support. We are also incorporating change management and exception handling with our
methodology, as well as user requested adaptations. In addition,
we are interested in the application of our three-tier view-based
approach in various real-life e-commerce environments, such
as procurement, finance, stock trading, and insurance. In
particular, we are looking into location depend application,
such as mobile workforce management and mobile customer
relationship management (CRM) [11]. For B2B integration,
we are investigating exceptions and their automatic handling,
especially in the context of contract enforcement [16]. We are
also interested in adaptation techniques for mobile computing
at the program code level.
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